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WIRING FLO WERS. 

0 small part of the beauty and 

consequent effect of the ar 
rangement of flowers depends 
upon the judicious placing of 

1 I r s each flower, particularl y when 
they are laid in singly, and with' 

4 % * | due relation to each other, and 
-notin heavy clumps of no mean? 

ing. To sustain the beauty of 
the less crowded arrangements, each -flower must retain 
its-assigned place during its exhibition, and must also be 
in full perfection.' These important requisites cannot 
be-depended upon when the flowers are placed in rain 
water or wet moss, and not in sand, unless some artifi 
cial aid is given to the blooms by wiring. By skilful 
wirnng, flowers may be mAde to assume and keep almost 
any position, and may also be' preserved fresh for a 
considerable time without its aid flowers grown in a 
hot atmosphere' shed their petals' very quickly when ex 
posed in a different temperature, and heavy trusses, un 
supported by the water or the wet moss, droop forward, 
'id bea-r downwards the whole arrangement. 
Camellias 'and azaleas are often without 'stems, the 

damage done to'the trees by picking the. growing wood 
being great, and in order to make such blooms of any 
use, artificial stalk-s of wire 'must be supplied to' them 
and their petals wired together; and although roses are 
of an outdoor growth, and consequently not so much 
iffected by changes of .atmosphere, there is scarcely 
any flower that is more improved' than they are for 
show purposes by artificial aid, as their own unsupport 
ed *eight causes themn to hang downiward, and 'gives 
them the appearance of being faded when placed in any 
other.position. than in the lowest row of flowers onI the 
stand; while, with a little wiring, a rose can be made 
to stand out and disclose all its beauty in any position 
that may' suit the fancy of the 'decorator; Besides 
lirger 'flowers, there are many small and single-petal 
ilBower that are much improyed as to usefulness by: be 
ing wired, as they then can be bent into many graceful 
positions that they could not otherwise assume--such 
flowers as snowdrops, hyacinth pips,-and violets be 
coming by this means very important additions to a 
nosegay. 

The wires required for the operation are of various 
kiinds and degrees' of thickness; those 'called "stubs" 
are 'used for making artificial- stalks, the "piercing 
wires" for passing through the flower petals (the very 
.finest wire being used for delicate plants, arnd thicker 

wire for heavy blooms), and " reel wire" for making 
-up and binding together the different -piercing wires, 
artificial stalks, and combined flower-stems. The two 
'first-mentioned kinds of wire can be bought in bundles 
of various'lengths, and the latter is sold by the reel; 

most florists will supply them. A pair of wire cutters 
will be found very useful for snipping off pieces. of wire 
that are not required, as scissors once -used for this 
purpose are spoiled. 

The wiring of flowers requires a careful and experi 
enced hand, and beginners should experiment upon 
some common ones before attempting the more rare 
'and fragile blooms. 'In Fig. I an: azalea blossom is 
shown during the process of wiring, and in Fig.- 2 are 
seen two stephanotis pips -with their mountings 'fin 
ished. When commencing' upon the azalea turn the 
'flower upside down, and lighitly hold it in the left hand, 
*pressing its petals at their base gently, so as to make 
them overlap each other rather more than they would' 
naturally. Then take up onze of the fine piercing wires 
in the right hand, and ruln i.t deftly through one. of the 
petals, bringing it out through the petal exactly oppo 
site. Leave the first wire in this position, and carry 
another in the same way through the flower, alldwing 

*the wires to cross in- the middle of the calyxi Then 
~place a little damp moss round the -base; of the flower 
(if it is without stalk) to keep it fresh, and' bend the 
'four points of the wires gradually and carefully to 
gether, allowing three of' thiem to wrap round' the 
fpurth, and to form a stem, The position of the four 

wires when finished is shown in Fig. ;2. When the 
flower requires a very long stalk, a stub wire is neces 
sary in addition to th piercing wires, "which must be 
folded round it, and the' end of the stub crooked so as 
to take a firm' hold.of the smaller'wires. A number.of 
azalea blooms.can be separately wired, and'tlien bound' 
together in handsome trusses with reel wire. Steph 
anotis, gardenias, pink cactus blooms, -and hyacinths 
are wired in the same manner-as azaleas. 

Camellias are more' troublesome to wire than aza 
leas, from. the number -of their petals, and their ten 
dency to fall when touched. They require very careful 
handling, and should always be selected half-blown, or 
three-quarters blown, rather than fully out, as the petals 

FIG. 1.-WIRING FLOWERS. 

of the expended flower drop at the slightest touch..' They. 
should' b'e turned upside down and held at the base,: 
while several fine piercing wires- -are run-throughi the' 

petals, high enoug-h to miss the core and to c'on'nect the. 

etstoeher. Four,wires are genera~ 's4uicient f'or 

s Wh 

camellias in.'bloom, and -two for buds. Wen once 

successfully wired they will keep fresh for days. ' 
little wet moss -should. be. 'disp osed -inside'' th'e wires to" 

ke.ep the flower moist, if it is without a -stalk; itis rarely 
necessary to add. anystub or stalk wixts, as, from the 

size ofcamellias,wthey are. geneitally used about the 
lower parts of a decoration. Hyacints .areemost use 
ful -for boguets when. picked from teir stems and used 

uae qisi.bom.n tw hoebd.Whnoc 

k.in, single r pips, in. the same wia_ a.stephanotis -shown 
in Fig. 2. Pierced with. twvo; lpng piercing wires, and 
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..FIG. 2.-WIRING F.LOWERS . ...............v 

placed in. bouquets so as to rise con.siderably above the 
general mass of flowers, they have a most airy. ana ele 
gant effect.;sthieir holding wires being almost. invisible,. 
they seem unsupported... Wh:en used as a whole they. 
are too heavy for. anything. but sideboard and' other 
large effects, but when 'the pips are -arranged as de 

~scribed above, they look 'extremely well. Snowdrops. 
are also good flowers. for standijng out from the general. 
mass; theytrequire to be wired so as to bend into posi-.. 
tion, but their stalks should be retained. Lilies of the 
valley are also useful for. this branch 'of decoration, aind' 
when so employed 'their stalks ate strengthiened by fine.. 
reel wire passed up them and just hiooked into the base 
of the top flower. 'Jonquils can be used' in 'the' same 

way, provided the reel wires are run up their stems to 
support them in their required vpositions. Many bell': 
shaped flowers th}at dod not require a thoroughi wiring-. 
are improved and strengthened by the running through 
them of this small piece of wire, pnmulas, jessamine,` 
and phloxes especially, as-nothing is so provokint as to 
find, after a careful arrangement, that the worlk is de 
stroyed by the shedding petals 'of the :flowers whose 
positions hav& been so carefully studied., V.iolets, 
which, as a, general rule, are found to .be too:sho 
stemmed to, allow of theit being used among targer., 
flowers, in vases, will be elevated by viring to,! promi 
nent place among. buquet flowers. They cai l ei.ther 
wired singly,;by fixing fine reel wire into the base pf the 
flowver and wrapping it round the stem, so as -to mae 
it stiff and long; or from six to twelve violets can be 
placed together, and their stems c6vered with- wet * - 
moss, and the whole arrangemnent moiinted o,n' tsrong, A' 
stub wire bound round with fine reel wire. A ,sihafler 
number of violets so treated can 'be made to ssiand'out' 
of bouquets, in the same-way.-as snowdrops. The bea"d-L 
tiful rich coloring and sweet smell of the.common violet 
rend,er it a powerful..auxiiary both for hand bouquets - 
and flower:stands, but the: shorness.- of 7& stalks And: 
the small size of its flowers have -h-iffierlo made it 'diffl0' 
cult to manage'; in fact, whennot wir&d, the y:lyff ' 
tive manner of arranging it as a decoration hs' to, 
it in shallow glass saucers, or^in sniall lbw 4ses-tma d - 
expressly for violets, and t g arrange i among Ifs 'own' 
leaves, and with spraysf o wilw-Wood moss. '" 
The wiring of ros?s're.quires a praictised haM, asNi&'Z 

flower sheds its petals much quicker than a ros' b?t' 
as its full beau}ty- is only displayed' wheen wired, oWil 
important occasions it should be so treated. :Zike a 
camellia, it should be picked before fully blown" an81 
when' handled, takin up in the left 'and -and. presised' - 
-gently togethet befbre -passtng 'any piercing- ies- - 
through it. This must be done quickly, rind;'wiitht' 
hesitation, as any plling backward 'of tbe Wire wil' - 
cauise the petals to b "ecome loose. When fhe" leaX'e- d'd' 
roses are, used in'bouquets and in promiinent'pdtesInh 

flower-stands, they also should be wit&d, othe'rvilg.:ii 
will be found th}at they are difficult2Ito arrange,- ta 
will persist in starting into bpright and ungajdinly pos1 
tions; wihereas, if wiiid and onc'bent downj racefdlr - 
so t h e w ll remain. i 
When about to wire a rose leaf, or ikthet a'riiiai.&' t i, : . 4, ; 4 ; . .~~~~o .ati nd d: #P ? 

of leaves connected to -oWe stalk, lay the' steth -uponr a. 
title face AdowWwara, and commence with the op.a; ei 

iook'a pece of fine red wire through iliis" at its, pt,1 
anrd pas's the wire through ithe leaf, ti the ftoiit ahdWutt 
again tob the back down the' middle iib 'of- thee iCif' I 
tontfinue -this operation with alE t1let; I solki'i' 
ihe v&rious fine wites about the stem, -nd'iollink iliemti 
rounad it. It is not always uie&4s;ai`y o carry all''tMh" 
wires down the stem, but.the wire in the topMioil& -tlid 
inmuist~ aIways be aongnea lnd carried ddWiif'*iileh 
some of the side wire's, after being'lobped infand?iitWf" 
the leaves, can' be made fast- to 'the' centre "Wire&Alnd 
then rnipped off; but thh number 6f &the\itt stdIs-' 
posed of must'depend upon the size and Weighi 6I4AE 
leaves. Other leaves beside.s. rose leayv s--ar&Cbeftiin" 
wired as above described,i particulalr ycaniil i&rSii' 
wthen required for mixing- in hait' sprays; atittriu 
leaves thaia are nrranged standing' out' frdno'm-bota 
will generkll9tyequire t:his ar'tificial ihd', and' th'l<1t. 
Of th6e Virginia cre4eilfook all th&"betit;4f6 f' tltist;s'&ji: 

'oi.Vety ybung-leaves, or ;young 'shootis' 6Ht)8i 
should never bie wired or e'mployed abouit 'boiiquets tift-' 

iess they can be atr4ngtd where they havre 'acceRs% to-a "+2 
'large supply of water, as half-formed and tendet lvea'#Ws 
and sprays fade very, quickly, and 'as a' general 'rdlte, 
uniless ornamental foliage is used, ros&; leaves anid' f&tn 
fronds are the safest green to mix in bouquds. -^' 

.Fern fronds are always graceful, and do not tuasly 
require any additional aid; an-d should-:only he' Wired 
when raised above' flowters in a lo.* stand or in th;e'&r.. 
tres of 'haiid 'bouquets. -Then one of the!-finest piercing' 
wires should be hooked 'into thie topn3ost ,spr'ay'bfJtlie 
fern frond and carried down' the centre of the maih 
stem; wuhile' other fine wires,'similarly'-hooktd,'shuld' 
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be attached to the.-side sprays and run into the centre 
stem. If the frond is strong enough to allow of the 
wires occasionally looping in and out of it, the wires 
will keep th.ir positions easily; but if too fragile for 
this, they must be bound here and there by some extra 
reel wire. When the operation is finished the fern 
frond can be bent into a graceful downward curve, and 
placed in an uipright position in the bouquet. 

PRINTIYG BUTTRRFLJES' WINGS. 

II. 
WHEN the page of impressions, printed as described 

last month, is thoroughly dry, and before the wings are 
cut out, is the time to remedy any defects or deficien 
cies which may be apparent. As a mile, any injury to 
the scales (feathers some choose to call them) or to the 
edges of the wings will have been observed befcre the 
impression has been taken. But it is wise for the 
printer to cultivate a habit of careful examination before 
separating the wings from the body of the insect, The 
minute differences which appear in varieties of the same 
class will thus be observed, and the chances will be 
lessened of a natural spot or mark (which may per 
haps be the distinguishing mark of the variety) being 
mnistaken for a defect in the print, and vice versa. 
Were the entire surf-ace of the membrane invariably 
covered by scales, this doubt would perhaps seldom 
be raised; but this is by no means the case. 

Another habit to which the collector will do well to 
accuistom himself is that of never printing both the an 
terior and both the posterior wings on the same paper. 
Of course in the case of common specimens, where 
there is no question as to duplicates, this custom need 
not be followed. But even then, as persons in general 
are slaves to habit, we would advise it, in order that it 
may come as the natural method of procedure''when 
rare and unique specimens are being printed. The 

-best plan is to print one anterior and one posterior 
wing, and then to compare the impression with the re 
maining natural wings, paint in from the latter any 
faults or defects which are'observable, and thus make 
surepof one perfect side, by which the second print may 
in like manncr be rectified, should it also appear in any 

way defective. 
A touch of ordinary water-color, used with a little 

ox-gall, is all that is necessary, and this, with fairly good 
specimens, is very seldom- required, excepting when, as 
sometimes happens, the scales having been rubbed off 
the bony ridges, the latter appear in the impression 

white instead of colored, as they will be seen in nature 
when the print is compared with the real wings. 

We have said that the membrane is not invariably 
covered; and there are many butterflies and moths in 
which this absence of scales from portions of the mem 
brane occurs. In the case of these the uncovered 
membrane often gives the color and brilliancy, the 
scales being in general pure black or very dark brown. 
The most brilliant illuminating colors often fail to con 
vey an adequate idea of the natural hue, and look dull 
and pale when placed in juxtaposition with the real 
wings. The best course to pursue in this case is care 
fully and delicately to cut out the colored portions of the 

membrane after the print has been taken and is dry, 
and to gum each one very exactly into its own place, 
which will be found a blank on the print. 

There is yet another difficulty with regard to colored 
membranes to be noticed. It will be found that some 
butterflies derive their color solely from the membrane 
which shows through and affects the white or yellowish 
scales. If such butterflies as these are printed upon 
white paper, the impression will not convey a correct 
idea of the color of the original. The print should 
therefore be made upon paper the color of the mem 
brane. To insure this being exact, one wing should he 
printed off, and the paper matched against the bare 
membrane which is left. The white or yellowish scales 
printe(l off upon well-matched paper produce the exact 
effect required. 

*In conclusion it remains to cut out the wings, and to 
mount them upon the paper on which the body is to be 
painted. The cutting out must be done with extreme 

*neatness, and the bodies and antennae should be paint 
'ed inwith great care and accuracy. Upon this depends 
much of the value of the collection from a naturalist's 
point of view, for in many cases the shape and color of 
the antenn2 determine the cla5, or m~rily to which the 
specimen belongs. 

A collector naturally endeavors to procure specimens 
as perfect as possible; and the best means of insuring 
this is to get either the caterpillars or the cocoons, and, 
suspending- them in a cage made of ;a light framework 
of wood walled with muslin, watch for the birth of the 
butterfly or moth. Its rapid development is interesting 
and wonderful to observe, but when fully attained the 
specimen should be killed at once, in o6rder to preserve 
the bloom on the wings in perfect beauty. 
The quickest and therefore the most merciful 

method of killing the larger specimens is by poison. 
Cyanide of potassium is the most efficacious; but so 
deadly is this poison that there is. great risk of disaster 
should it fall into the hands of ignorant persons or of 
children. It is well, therefore, if this poison is to be 
used, to procure one of the jars now made for natural 
ists, in which the poison is placed at the bottom, and 
over the poison a layer of plaster of Paris is run, which, 
being porous, admits of the fumes passing through and 
acting upon the insect, while at the same time it con 
fines the poison. itself to one place. For those who 
have not one of these jars, but who wish to use the 
cyanide, the best plan is to. procure a wide-mouthed 
jar, fitted with a patent air-tight stopper, and to lay 
over the poison at the bottom of the jar several folds 
of blotting-paper. These will to some extent answer 
the same purpose as the plaster of Paris-that is, they 

will permit the fumes to pass through, and will at 
the same time absorb part of the moisture, which 

would otherwise damp and spoil the wings were they 
brought into actual contact with the cyanide. 

COLLECTING FERNS. 

THE winter season during' the prevalence.of'mild 
weather is unquestionably the most suitable. time for 
removing ferns. . The next best time is the. early 
spring, just as the new fronds are about to commence 
their growth, But those who are not experienced col 
lectors-might at such seasons often find a difficulty in 
recognizing some species, because of the fact that the 
parts which afford the -most easy means of recognition 
-the fronds -are dead. The evergreen species miostly 
retain their fronds all the. winter, and would,- therefore, 
be easy to find. But it is not so, of course, with the 
deciduous species, which include the most fragile of the 
herbaceous kinds. 

Ferns, however, are so hardy, that not only in winter 
and early spring, but throughout spring, summer, and 
autumn, they can be. uprooted and' transplanted With 
but little injury, beyond perhaps the di'sfigurement of 
one or two of the growing fronds. Even this minimum 
of injury may be avoided by. very careful handling, and, 
should it be inflicted, the plant will not be long in sup 
plying the place of its lost fronds. 
We may look upon fern collecting, therefore, as a 

delightful pursuit, which can be followed all the year 
round. But it must be remembered that success in re 
moving ferns from their habitats during the summer, 
especially during the prevalence of hot weather, will 
more depend upon the method which is adopted and 
upon the care which is exercised biuring the operation 
than will be the case during the winter or early spring. 
Where a fern-collecting tour is decided on, the col 

lector should be provided with a small garden fork, a 
stout chisel, a hammer, a strong clasped knife, a 
trowel, and a covered basket or other receptacle for 
carrying the ferns. Should it be determined to hunt 
for very large specimens, it would be necessary to add 
a spade to the implements named. But in such a case 
special means of conveyance would need to be provided 
from some point, as near as possible to the locality 
from which the ferns are to be taken; and indeed such 
conveyance would be desirable whenever fern-hunting 
on a large scale is to be indulged in. 'n an ordinary 

way, however, it will be found that the implements 
needed for removing from their habitats the smaller and 
rarer ferns can be conveniently carried in a small tour 

ist's bag, slung on the back of the pedestrian collector; 
and in the same convenient way it 'Will be found possi 
ble by careful packing to carry a good number of 
plants. Whenever possible, it is desirable to take up 
the specimens with sufficient earth to prevent a disturb 
ance of the roots. But in any case it is necessary that 

every possible portion of root should be taken up, even 
to the ultimate fibrous rootlets. This object can be 
secured by carefully digging at a safe distance round 
and underneath the rootstock of the plant. Nothing so 

much promotes the rapid recovery of a plant after re 
moval as the exercise of great care in getting up the en 
tire mass of roots and rootlets. It must be remem 
berecd that it has often taken the rootstock a long time 
to develop its network of rootlets, which as they grew 
bave penetrated into all the surrounding interstices of 
the soil or rock from which the plant derives its suste 
nance. If, therefore, the work of r..onths is ruthlessly 
undone in a moment by the thoughtless tearing up of 
the plant without its mass of root-feeders, it cannot be 
expected that the same vigor will be immediately shown 
under cultivation as was before exhibited. Yet many 
fern collectors on getting out of the earth or rock by a 
sharp pull of the hand what looks to them like an en 
tire root, are surprised and disappointed on finding that 
the earliest fronds thrown up under cultivation have 
sadly dwindled from their natural size. Even 'when to 
all appearance there is a sufficient. mass of rootlets 
secured, it pften happens that a considerable number 
are left unperceived in the earth. 

It is especially in the removal of the rock-loving ferns 
that the greatest violence is usually done to the plants. 

Most of the rock-growing species have very abundant, 
wiry, fibrous rootlets, which penetrate in a very remark 
able way the stony interstices in the neighborhood of 
the rootstock. It is often made a subject of complaint 
by fern collectors, that the rock-growing species are 
more difficult than any others to establish under cultiva 
tion. But the difficulty arises chiefly from the circum 
stance which has already been alluded to. No doubt it 
is often a matter of difficulty to uproot the rock-loving 
ferns, and it is for this work that hammer and chisel 
are necessary, so that by the careful undermining and 
removal of the adjacent portions of rock, the crown, 
rootstock, and rootlets of the specimen desired may be 
got out unharmed. A little practice, however, if it be 
joined to a careful and loving study of the plant's pecu 
liarities, will soon give the mastery in this kind of work. 
When, by the careful process recommended, ferns 

are got out from their places of growth, damp moss or 
other moist material should be wrapped securely round 
their rootstocks and rootlets. In this way they can be 
conveniently carried to a considerable distance without 
any covering to the fronds, although if the air be very 
hot, dry, and sultry, the fronds, if intended to remain 
on the plant, must-especially those of the most'fragile 
or herbaceous kinds-be kept under shelter, as they 
would be if put into a covered basket or other conven 
ient'covered receptacle. In removing the larger kinds 
of ferns, however, during the summer, it may often- be 
found convenient -especially where room for putting 
the specimens has to be economized-to cut off all, or 
at least the largest of the fronds, and to wrap in moss, 
or keep covered merely the rootstocks and rootlets. 

When planted in the garden or other place of cultiva 
tion, new fronds, as we have already said, will, if under 
favorable conditions, speedily be thrown up to supply 
the place of those removed. Where a tour is made in 
search of small specimens of ferns, it is best, after 
wrapping moss-which is generally to be found in the 
neighborhoo(d of ferns-around each little root, to pack 
together-root side by side with root-the w'hole of the 
specimens. If a moist wrapper be then placed round 
them, they will keep fresh for days and even for weeks 
if occasionally looked at and sprinkled with w.ater. In 
collecting the rock-loving species of ferns, it is desira 
ble when possible to detach a little portion of the rock, 
so as to avoid tearing off the rootlets of the plant. 

Now that natural flowers are available for the centre 
of dining-room tables, mention must be made of an ex 
cellent method for preserving the variegated shrubs and 
artificial flowers which have decorated the jardinieres 
or china vases, open corbeilles, and shallow flower're 
ceptacles. Instead of filling the latter with sand or 
mould for the purpose of imbedding the wire tstalks 
therein, a false lid of cardboard is cut exactly fitting the 
inside of the vase; in this holes are perforated, and 

when the stalks are put through they are cut on the 
under side, leaving about an inch over, which is then 
bent and glued back to the cardboard. When all the 
flowers and foliage have been thus mounted, moss is 
gumrmed on the upper side of the cardboard to hide the 
interstices, and the moss should be of different colors. 
In this manner, however elaborate a floral arrange 

ment, it all remains in place, andl only requires to be 
lifted from the vase like a cover. A gauze is thrown 
over, and it is put aside in a cupboard until wanted. 
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